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Please try again.Please try again.In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading
shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order
to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next or
previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search again later.Much more
than just a simple timekeeper, this pocketsized metronome can lay down a variety of rhythm
patterns and time feels to practice along with, and it has a few timekeeping tricks up its sleeve as
well.Other helpful functions include Tap Tempo for finding the right pulse fast, internal reference
tones 12 semitones, Auto Power Off for optimizing battery life, and headphones jack so you won’t
miss a beat, even in noisy environments.Much more than just a simple timekeeper, this pocketsized
metronome can lay down a variety of rhythm patterns and time feels to practice along with, and it
has a few timekeeping tricks up its sleeve as well.Much more than just a simple timekeeper, this
pocketsized metronome can lay down a variety of rhythm patterns and time feels to practice along
with, and it has a few timekeeping tricks up its sleeve as well.Amazon calculates a product’s star
ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into
account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and
factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later. 3rd Day Believer 3.0 out of 5
stars Metronome is LOUD, which was my main want. That shouldnt be hard to find, but is. It has the
option of TOCK sound and HUMAN VOICE sorry for the caps, but this is what people are searching
for, even if you go to the online forums. The problem with many metronomes, is they sound two
different tones, like C and G, and by God I hear C and G, which is most distracting. I want dead,
nonmusical sounds. The DB90 has
these.http://neupharma.com/uploads/craftsman-150-psi-air-compressor-33-gallon-manual.xml
boss db 30 manual, boss metronome db-30 manual, boss db-30 user manual, boss dr.
beat db-30 manual, boss db 30 dr. beat metronome manual.
So great. The bad news BUILD QUALITY IS ABYSMAL. I mean really, the housing is tackier than any
toy, and the little foldout stand in the back feels like itll snap in a light breeze. This is not even
remotely the build we expect in an implement of this kind. The cheapest guitar tuner has a better
housing than this. If you drop this on a hardwood floor twice, I bet it just dies. Finally, I already have
a Boss adapter, and—given the many, many comments on how many batteries this eats even the
maker says it works for only a few hours per battery—the adapter is a must. Just astonishingly
crummy, given that this is the “The most advanced metronome available.”I owned this same model
of Dr Beat for around a decade beginning in 2002 and had no problems. I practiced with it
constantly and even dropped it several times with no issues. When I lost it on a plane I hesitated to
buy another one of these metronomes because of the cost there are other brands now for much less
that include all the functions I need. But, years later, I took the plunge. I was a little wary of how
flimsy the stand was, and I just kept it on my desk to practice with at home because its too heavy to
lug around. One day the stand popped out while I was using it, and the metronome no longer turns
on, just emits a fuzzy sound while the battery is plugged in. Tried changing the battery to no avail.
Emailing BOSS for support and hope they come through. Anyway, this is WAY too fragile of a
product for something that people need to be able to futz with and press buttons on regularly.This
thing smokes those apps in versatility. I really like how I can now mix in the triplets at the volume I
need and i also love all the jack in and outputs one could imagine needing. The only reason I gave it
4 stars is because the speaker could use an upgrade and the if I run audio through it the sound is

significantly worse. Boss, please update the technology and this product will be absolutely
perfect.http://primer-spb.ru/files/craftsman-150-psi-air-compressor-manual.xml
The speaker is louder than every metronome I’ve used. Cons using the headphones there is a lot of
noise. I used it as an insert on my behringer board and no matter what power source, patch cable or
direct headphones, the unit is noisy. It’s not noticeable with the onboard speaker but it’s a lot when
using it plugged in. Plus the metronome voices sound horrible when plugged in. I use a Roland TD50
VDrum brain and route it’s onboard click to a direct out port in back then insert it into my board.
Very expensive metronome that could have better sounds.I have gone thru at least 9 different
metronomes in the past 10 years. The KLIQ was nice until it lost its mind before the year was up. I
own a few Korg TM50 units and they are real good, but they are a little too quite for my purpose
pipe organs are loud. This is the first time I have tried any of the Boss metronomes and was very
immediately impressed with the functionality of it. If there was a higher grading than 5 I would have
given this more than five stars. What I like about the Boss DB60 Ease of use. I love the actual sound,
it is more of a old wooden tock instead of a digital ping. I can instantly add or change half beats or
third beats on the fly and give them different volumes. There is nothing to like about this DB60, and
if and when it breaks I am very hard on equipment I will buy another Boss DB60. I have finally found
a metronome I really like after 50 years in the business.Neither the seller nor Amazon will do
anything to help me with the exception of referring me to the manufacturer. Very bad business not
to stand behind your product. Do not order!!!It seems like a lot of the features would be most useful
for drum practice, but the basic features are useful for practicing any instrument. Also, the more
complex features approach those of a drum machine, so you can use it to simulate playing to a more
realistic drumbeat. See the usersupplied images for how to add the optional footswitches.
They make it very easy to turn the the unit on and off, and cycle through presets that you have
programmed in. You can get an English version from Bosss website. However, in any language it is
pretty brief. For a unit this complex, longer instructions with some examples would help users get
more out of it. Note I have not done a web search; there may be tips available in forums, blogs,
etc.Most pianists tend to prefer the classic wooden windup variety, and having listened to the
sounds that are produced by most of the cheaper electronic metronomes out there, I can understand
why.Instead of producing cheapsounding digital beeps, the DB90 actually plays back recorded
samples of a traditional wooden metronome. The traditional metronome pendulum is also simulated
on the LCD screen via a series of lines that give the illusion of a moving pendulum, whilst two red
LEDs just above the screen flash in time with the beat. In spite of looking quite complicated, the
DB90 is actually very easy to operate. Now you can have some fun with the sliders. The first slider
controls the volume of the bell; the second slider controls the volume of the beat; and the next three
sliders allow you to sound eighthnotes, sixteenthnotes and triplets. Youll probably not want to use
these very much, but theyre there if you ever need them. The last slider is the overall volume
control. This metronome has plenty of volume to it, so if youre playing a digital piano, youll probably
be only using 30% volume. The backlight will now remain on until you switch the unit off. You can do
this any time you like without worrying about losing your rhythm settings, because everything is
saved to memory automatically. In terms of connectivity, the BD90 has it all. There are also some
input sockets, including a MIDIin, although this probably goes beyond what most people will actually
use.
Once youve started using this metronome as part of your daily music practice, youll probably want to
buy a power supply for it, because it chews through batteries quite quickly. Only three small
negatives 1 Roland wired this metronome to switch seamlessly to using battery power in the event of
a cable disconnection or a power failure. Whilst I can understand why they have done this, it also
means that if you connect your DB90 to an external power supply, and then you forget to turn your
power supply on, the unit will continue to operate normally, but using battery power instead. This

feature might result in you going through more batteries than you intended. 2 The metronome has
50 user memories so that you can save and recall your favourite rhythms. However, when you
change the battery, all your user memories get reset, and there is no way of backing up your data. 3
The pullout plastic stand at the back of the unit feels a bit flimsy. When deciding which metronome
is right for you, certain challenging questions will need to be asked. Is it really worth paying 105 for
a complicatedlooking digital metronome that requires its own separate power supply when you can
buy a traditional woodeffect windup one complete with bell for under 30 I wrestled with this
dilemma myself, and I chose to go digital. Your choice might be different to mine, but the most
important thing is to buy a metronome that you can live with, and which makes your daily music
practice a more enjoyable experience.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Very
handy when it all seems too busy. Cons Far too extensive but it is a large format and I know of no
other large format metronomes. The inbuilt stand to angle the unit at 70 degrees from the desk is
appallingly flimsy and will collapse as soon as you go near the buttons. I am personally going to
design and 3D print a better solution but not everyone has that luxury. Would I buy it again in
hindsight Yes.
There is no alternative for a larger format machine with a lot of features including MIDI sync
etc.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The missus rejected it as a present due to
its limitations, so she kept the one she had on permanent loan from me and I ended up with this boss
one. Its fine for me but not for my OH. The build quality is not as good as boss pedals and it has no
in built stand but its fine for me.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again The backlight
makes the screen a lot easier to read when setting.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again The battery lasts 6 hrs. Pointless. So please be aware, you need to order the power cable
separately. Personally, Im not impressed!Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Can’t
be beaten. For playing guitar this is terrific. Very versatile and with the ability to use ear plugs is
fantastic for looping. Let’s face it. Metronomes are for practice. This is everything you would
need.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Very helpful.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again I like so much its natural metronome sound, its jog dial. Do not use
battery but plug charger but agree the battery runs out very quickly. Only complaint is after it is
unplgged and then plugged back or if electricty goes away, when powered back on, the meters have
to be moved up or down otherwise they sound at top level even though they are at the lowest. I kept
the stars at 5 because I believe these little faults are not enough to wipe one.Sorry, we failed to
record your vote. Please try again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Everyone
has commented and said its a perfect piece of kit. The only downside for me is that you can only
store 8 tempos. For set lists longer then 8 tracks it becomes tricky to navigate and get to the right
tempo in time.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Really handy.
Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again. Additionally, in order to feel assured that you
have gained a good grasp of every feature provided by your new unit, this manual should be read
Switches the You may prefer to use head No part of this publication may Never place it on These
limits are designed to provide If this equipment does cause harmful interference to radio or
Operation is subject to the The specific thing that In the interest of safety, The life of this battery To
protect yourself Do not use this During repairs, Dr. Edwin Moses Road. Even if chocolate chip is on
your mind, our cookies make an important contribution to a great shopping experience. They help us
to show you relevant offers, remember your settings to ease navigation on our website and alert us
when the website is slow or unstable. You can view and manage further details and options
here.Always with customised added value for musicians. Close Service Contact us Help Much more
than just a simple timekeeper, this pocketsized metronome can lay down a variety of rhythm
patterns and time feels to practice along with, and it has a few timekeeping tricks up its sleeve as
well. Put some extra spice and groove into your next practice session with the DB30! Other helpful
functions include Tap Tempo for finding the right pulse fast, internal reference tones 12 semitones,

Auto Power Off for optimizing battery life, and headphones jack so you wont miss a beat, even in
noisy environments. Standard Delivery Times 26 Add to Basket 15% bought Thomann CTM700 9
10% bought Tama RW30 Rhythm Watch Mini 24.90 7% bought Korg TM60 Black 25 6% bought Korg
TM60 White 23.70 Our most popular Metronomes Compare Products Of these, 212 customers have
written no texts or given their feedback in another language. 4 133 Customers 133 customers have
given this product a 4star rating. Of these, 126 customers have written no texts or given their
feedback in another language.
3 32 Customers 32 customers have given this product a 3star rating. Of these, 32 customers have
written no texts or given their feedback in another language. 2 8 Customers 8 customers have given
this product a 2star rating. Of these, 7 customers have written no texts or given their feedback in
another language. 1 4 Customers 4 customers have given this product a onestar rating. We also
found the settings confusing despite reading the instructions and time is wasted getting the
metronome to work as wanted. It would have been useful to have a back light or at least something
for clarity. There is a headphone socket so that the beat can be heard along with an indication light
if needed but overall we gave up and deemed there must be a better product on the market. Useful
size that can be clipped to a belt but concluded its return. Feels plasticky not quality, the sort of
product that could possibly be found as a generic product with several different brand names stuck
on it. We will look for something more substantial. It sounds like the late 70s ping pong game. Send
report Total features handling quality Good metronome, also for drummers 31.01.2015 I wanted a
metronome that was precise, had a sound that would not annoy me, had some settings for its volume
and a headphone output. Differently from the Korg metronome I had before, when you press up or
down on the tempo, this starts to quickly change immediately, and not in increments of 20 but
increments of one. Very quick to set the tempo. Even better, there is a very responsive tap tempo
function. Also has lots of other features that you would not expect seeing how little buttons it has, it
is actually quick to set up and good for practice on any instrument. Send report Total features
handling quality Perfect app alternative George XT, 28.02.2019 Excellent standalone metronome,
considering the price. Does what it is supposed to do very easily, with no weird button combinations.
Its compact and lightweight so you can keep it in a stickbag or a guitar case at all times. For
drummers, the headphone output is loud enough for playing along and the tone generator is actually
pretty useful if you re tuning your drums to a specific pitch. When muted, 2 red LEDs on top keep
counting the meters which is handy in certain situations. For some players, the 250 bpm ceiling
might be annoying if you re trying to practice certain patterns but the beat variations and note
values are really enough for most people, clave patterns are a nice addition too. My only gripe is that
the metronome has to stop in order to use the tap tempo function but its really not a deal breaker.
Send report Total features handling quality Boss DB 30 Paullimerick, 28.08.2013 Nice and small,
comes with battery fitted. Ready to use from box. Can be used as a metronome and for giving pitch.
Useful for choir conductors. You can tap in pulse manually and it will give you a metronome value.
Headphones can be plugged into the metronome if you dont want others to hear, visually lights and
a digital pendelum help to illustrate the pulse if on silent. If you have a coin you can place this into
the slot at the back of the db30 and this will allow it to stand upright. Send report Read all 186
reviews Rate product August Available immediately Available immediately This item is in stock and
can be dispatched immediately. Standard Delivery Times. Aug 20 25Our payment security system
encrypts your information during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with
thirdparty sellers, and we don’t sell your information to others. Please try again.Register a free
business account Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business
account to purchase In order to navigate out of this carousel, please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading.
Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1 In order to navigate out of this carousel, please use your heading

shortcut key to navigate to the next or previous heading. Please try your search again later.You can
edit your question or post anyway.Much more than just a simple timekeeper, this pocketsized
metronome can lay down a variety of rhythm patterns and time feels to practice along with, and it
has a few timekeeping tricks up its sleeve as well.Much more than just a simple timekeeper, this
pocketsized metronome can lay down a variety of rhythm patterns and time feels to practice along
with, and it has a few timekeeping tricks up its sleeve as well.Other helpful functions include Tap
Tempo for finding the right pulse fast, internal reference tones 12 semitones, Auto Power Off for
optimizing battery life, and headphones jack so you won’t miss a beat, even in noisy environments.In
order to navigate out of this carousel, please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings using a machine learned model
instead of a raw data average. The machine learned model takes into account factors including the
age of a review, helpfulness votes by customers and whether the reviews are from verified
purchases. Please try again later. Poucegirl 4.0 out of 5 stars The tap feature is very useful. The
instructions came in Chinese. Japanese only. I was able to find the Owners Manual in English online.
The instructions are very brief a more detailed instruction manual would be very helpful. And, it
comes WITHOUT a power supply which needs to be purchased separately. Batteries are only good
for 5 6 hours.Javais alloue 4 etoiles. Je passe de 4 a 2 etoiles apres environ un an et demie
dutilisation. Cest un outil de travail, pas un jouet. Et cet outil nest pas fiable. Jinstalle une pile neuve
et ca ne change rien. Tres decu de cet appareil. Jai deja eu un autre metronome Boss Dr Beat DB12.
Il a ete tres fiable pendant plusieurs annees. Mais ce DB30 na pas ete un bon achat. Mon prochain
metronome ne sera pas un Boss. Easy to use, volume control very usefull when you plug ear phones
in. That was my first evaluation before using it a certain time. I gave it 4 stars at the time. Now I
drop to 2 stars after using it for a year and a half. This is a tool, not a toy. I use it for my work as a
musician. And this tool is not reliable. I put a brand new battery in it, and nothing changes. Very
disappointed with this DB30. The nest metronome I buy will not be a Boss.The tones are a little high
pitched for me quite digital di do di do type sound. I prefer the wood block sounds available on the
db90. So I will eventually upgrade. Perfect size for a stick bag. And great functions for practice. I
havent pushed it to its limits yet. Good subdivision applicability. Well worth the price for its
functionality. Would recommend.Impossible to save presets. People have mentionned this. Be
warned.Malheureusement, on ne peut garder que huit tempos en memoire. Cest insuffisant pour un
concert.Most pianists tend to prefer the classic wooden windup variety, and having listened to the
sounds that are produced by most of the cheaper electronic metronomes out there, I can understand
why.Instead of producing cheapsounding digital beeps, the DB90 actually plays back recorded
samples of a traditional wooden metronome. The unit offers the tap tempo feature for quick
adjustments, 2 LED lights as a visual tempo guide, and a 12semitone set of internal tuning reference
tones. It is also quite common that customers throw outUser manuals are alsoTry Google Search!
Manual Coles Microphones 4038 Stereo Mount for Studio Ribbon 4038 SM Posted by Ruth
20200810 180004 Coles 4038 stereo mount. Peavey Peavey Delta Blues 115Tweed 30 watt Guitar
Amp Peavey Delta Blues 115 Tweed Tube Guitar Amplifier 03327810 Posted by 20200808 235004
please pdf the manual on this amp.

